Abstract. In order to analyze the wind power acceptance ability of the power grid, the assessment model of the wind power acceptance ability which takes power system economy into consideration has been established in the paper. On account of the contradiction between the utilization of wind power and the power system economy, the multi-objective optimal dispatching model is established and the objective function is the utilization of wind power and the power system economy. The multi-objective problem is converted to the single objective problem and the scheduling scheme is made. Based on the dispatching scheme, the reserve capacity considering the load forecasting errors and units' accident rate is calculated. The IEEE 39-bus system is used to illustrate the proposed method. The simulation results verify the validity of the model.
Introduction
With the rapid development of the wind power in China, the influences caused by the variability and uncertainty of wind power are more and more obvious, which bring many problems to the safe and stable operation of the power system. In order to cope with the wind power fluctuations, the system economy is sacrificed due to the insufficient energy structure adjustment ability. Wind power curtailment conditions even occur when the wind power is excessive. With the increasing of the wind power penetration rate, it's difficult for the power grid to accept wind power. Hence, it is necessary to reasonably research on the wind power acceptance ability of the power system and the planning process of wind power farms, which is conducive to improve the utilization of wind power and realize the reliable, safe and economic operation of the power system. Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted the deep research on the wind power acceptance ability from different perspectives. Based on the analysis of the power grid peak load regulation, the peak load regulation ability of power system that can provide guidance for developing planning of power system is analyzed [1] . Large-scale wind power integration into system brings huge influences to steady and dynamic operation of power system, and wind power acceptance ability is influenced by structure of power grid and distribution network [2, 3] . Reference [4] considered the fault probability of transmission components and analyzed the power grid parameters, power source parameters, and the load demand of the system. The relationship between the static security of grid 0 N  , 1 N  and the wind power acceptance ability of power system are also revealed. The influencing factors of dynamic economic dispatching of power system containing wind farm were investigated in [5] . The total power generation costs, containing the thermal power unit valve point effect, were considered in the objective function to cut more generation cost. Reference [6] proposed the method of more wind power scenarios robust backup scheduling mode and economic operation mode, which can reduce the influences of the wind power uncertainty on the safety and economy in power system. The above-mentioned references mainly evaluate the wind power acceptance ability from the perspective of power grid, wind power itself and scheduling level. If only the wind power acceptance capacity is pursued, the system economy may be poor and it isn't conducive to realize value of wind power. According to the existing work, the wind power acceptance ability evaluation model considering system economy is established. The model includes the optimal scheduling model and wind power acceptance intervals model. The optimal scheduling model contains the two objectives of minimum wind curtailment capacity and the minimum system operation cost, which can get lower wind curtailment capacity and lower operation cost at same time. Moreover, the multi-objective problem is converted to the problem of single objective, so the scheduling scheme is made and the reserve capacity is calculated. Simulation results illustrate the validity of the model.
Model of wind power acceptance ability considering power system economy
Problem definition. System operation cost are usually set as the optimization objective in the traditional power system economic dispatching methods, which can effectively reduce the operation cost. However, single pursuit of the system economy will result in wind curtailment and lower utilization rate of wind power, and it is not conducive to realize value of wind power. Meanwhile, in order to maximize the wind power acceptance capacity, the outputs and conditions of units must be changed frequently to cope with the fluctuation of wind power, and it's inevitable to increase operation cost. Thus, contradiction between maximum wind power acceptance capacity and minimum power system economy is ineluctable, and it's sensible to balance wind curtailment capacity and operation cost. In this paper, the assessment model of the wind power acceptance ability which takes power system economy into consideration is established. Membership function is introduced to convert the multi-objective problem into single objective problem, which can balance wind power acceptance capacity and system economy effectively. The scheduling scheme can be made, and reserve capacity considering the load forecasting errors and units' accident rate can be calculated. The surplus reserve capacity is set as the intervals of the wind power acceptance to cope with the wind power fluctuation in this paper.
Model formulation

A. Optimal dispatching model considering wind power
The optimal objective is to minimize the wind curtailment of the power system and the minimum operation cost. The objective function (1) is wind curtailment of the power system. The objection function (2) is composed of fuel costs for producing electric power, startup and shutdown costs of individual units.
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, , c o s , , The constraints listed below include the system power balance constraints (6), units generation limits (7), units ramping up limits (8) , system operating reserve requirements (9), units minimum ON time and OFF time limits (10), line power flow restriction (11), and wind power generation constraints (12). The optimal model is to minimize the wind curtailment of the power system, so the wind power generation should be less than the wind power forecasting results (13).
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( 1,..., ) Based on the optimal dispatching model, the scheduling scheme are made uniquely, so the main factors that can cope with uncertainty of wind power are surplus reserve capacity of power system, and nonconventional approaches, such as wind power curtailment and load-shedding. Therefore, after the scheduling scheme of power system is made, the wind power acceptance capacity of power system at time t depends on the surplus reserve capacity of power system. The surplus reserve capacity is the total reserve capacity minus the reserve capacity in the load forecasting errors and units' accident rate. Amount of reserve capacity should be prepared to cope with the uncertainty of wind power. Therefore, the down-regulation surplus reserve capacity can be used to reply to upward fluctuation of wind power. Contrarily, the up-regulation surplus reserve capacity can deal with the downward fluctuation of wind power. The surplus up-regulation and down-regulation reserve capacity at time t are shown in (14) (15), and equation (16) Model solving. Considering power system economy, the optimal model of the wind power acceptance ability is established, which includes two objective function of wind curtailment and operation cost in the power system. Based on fuzzy set theory and the maximum satisfaction degree method, the multi-objective optimal dispatching model is converted to single-objective problem by introducing the membership function of wind curtailment and operation cost. Lower semi-trapezoidal distribution is used to express the membership function of wind curtailment and operation cost (17) (18). [7, 8] are upper limit and lower limit of optimal objective respectively. The membership functions of operation cost and wind curtailment capacity are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively. Once the membership function of the wind curtailment and operation cost is built, min  is supposed to be the minimum of the membership function in the optimal objection, which can express overall satisfaction of the model (19). Therefore, the multi-objective optimization problem is converted to a single objective optimization problem which satisfies the overall satisfaction min  of all the constraints. (19) The operation cost and units ON and OFF time limits in the model can be linearized according to method [9] . Hence, the optimization model is converted to a mixed-integer linear optimization problem. After the dispatching scheme is made, the reserve capacity considering the load forecasting errors and units' accident rate can be calculated. The surplus reserve capacity are set as the intervals of the wind power acceptance to cope with the wind power fluctuation. The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Case study
An IEEE 39-bus system, as shown in Fig. 4 , is used to test the proposed method which considers the unit commit in 24 hours, and illustrates the feasibility of the proposed model. Operation parameters of the thermal units, data of load forecasting, load distribution ratio of each load and branch information are from Ref. [10] . In this case, the overall load capacity is 300 MW and the wind farm capacity installed in node 14 is 700 MW. The wind power forecasting capacity is shown in Table 1 . 1  150  13  240  2  130  14  230  3  120  15  220  4  130  16  205  5  155  17  190  6  175  18  185  7  190  19  180  8  210  20  175  9  230  21  185  10  245  22  180  11  250  23  190  12  248  24  180 The single-objective function (1) is set as the optimal objective to calculate the maximum operation cost Table 1 . The multi-objective optimal results are shown in Table 3 . Comparison between single and multiple optimal results are shown as follow: 1) Considering the operation cost of the power system, the capacity of the total wind power acceptance capacity are . As can be seen, the wind power acceptance capacity doesn't achieve the maximum and the operation of power system is reduced greatly. 2) Considering the wind power acceptance capacity, the power system operation cost will grow by   effectively. Both security and economy operation of the power system can be achieved, so the scheduling scheme can be made in Table 4 . 0  25  10  80  8  100  66  62  100  82  20  0  55  25  80  9  100  84  27  100  78  27  0  85  40  80  10  100  85  23  100  100  57  0  85  55  80  11  100  85  52  100  100  68  0  85  55  80  12  100  85  87  100  100  50  25  85  55  80  13  100  85  52  100  87  20  25  85  55  80  14  100  82  20  100  88  0  25  85  40  80  15  100  57  49  100  88  0  0  80  25  80  16  100  32  84  100  73  0  0  50  10  71  17  100  26  100  100  77  0  0  26  0  80  18  100  44  100  100  83  20  0  38  0  80  19  100  48  100  100  88  50  0  55  0  79  20  100  73  100  100  100  78  0  85  10  80  21  100  50  85  100  94  74  0  85  0  80  22  100  25  100  100  82  44  0  55  0  64  23  100  0  96  100  58  20  0  25  0  61  24  100  0  100  100  66  0  0  0  0  54 Based on the scheduling scheme, capacity of integrated wind power, up-regulation and down-regulation reserve capacity can be calculated. Results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . The paper assumes that the sum of load reserve capacity, emergency reserve capacity and overhaul reserve capacity are five percent of system load capacity, that is , , 0.05 The wind power acceptance intervals considering power system economy are calculated according to equation (14) (15) and (16), as shown in Table 7 . In order to present the wind power acceptance ability, the installed capacity of the wind power isn't taken into account and only the wind power acceptance intervals are calculated. Fig . 5 shows the wind power acceptance and the corresponding acceptance intervals. The wind power acceptance intervals are "complete intervals" in the scheduling scheme, which means wind power fluctuating in the intervals can be accepted completely. The scheduling scheme is based on safety and economy of power system because the model balances both the maximum wind power acceptance capacity and the minimum system operation cost. If the wind power generation isn't in the acceptance intervals at time t : , , , the surplus reserve capacity is adequate enough to solve the wind generation fluctuation and the wind power can be accepted completely at this time. 
Conclusion
This paper established the model of wind power acceptance ability which considers the power system economy, and analyzed wind power acceptance ability of power system. The dispatching model is a multi-objective problem, which balances both maximum wind power acceptance capacity and minimum system operation cost. Moreover, the membership function is introduced and the multi-objective problem is converted to the single objective problem. The corresponding scheduling scheme is made. Based on the scheduling scheme, the reserve capacity considering the load forecasting errors and units' accident rate is calculated. Then the surplus reserve capacity are set as the intervals of the wind power acceptance. The IEEE 39-bus test system is used to analyze the proposed methodology. The simulation results illustrate the rationality and validity of the model, which is very significanct to improve the utilization of the wind power and guarantees the safety and economy of the power system.
